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Abstract. In this paper we consider optimal algorithms for the computation of @:(x. y)- 
(xy, yx), where x, y are 2 X2-matrices over a field K. !t is shown that, if the characteristic of ii is 
different from two, then optimal algorithms for the computation of @ have length nine. 
Moreaver, there are several different equivalence classes of optimal algorithms for #. If K = 
GF(Z); t’aen optimal algorithms fo; the com,putation of @ have length ten. 
0. Introduction 
Notations and terminology of this paper are as in the first two parts of this work 
[3,4]. References to [3] Gi [4] are generally marked by I or 11 rcspxtivcly. 
In this part we will investigate the variety of optimal algorithms for the compu- 
tation of botch products xy and yx of 2 X 2-matrices X, y. rl-he methods wt use for 
this task are the very same ds in II. 
For a wide class of fields, an upper k)ound for the computational complexity of 
(x, Jb-+(w yx) 
can be derived from [2] in the following way: In [2] it was proved th;lt the 
comy:3cQion of (lrv, vu) for u, v from the qsstcri;iiiii-aigehra ( K ) over K ~2x1 bc 
achieved using only ten (active) multil$ications. Now, if the characteristic of K is 
different from two, the K-algebra (K) is isomorphic t 
division algebra [ 11. FGr example, t s is true if K is iblg 
Our main results are summarized in the hollowing 
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amidering ih& operation of the ititropy group 6f @ (cf. I, Theoii;em 34, we ~41 
write products PE a1(K4, K4) as P = CJ x V, where 0, V EMU. The tensor d$ 
corresponding to@ has only seven linearly independent layers, due to the fact that 
xy and yx have equal trace. Using the canonical basis for K”, we choose the lqers 
@;, 432, I . l , & such that 
Note that B1(K4, K4) din{0 1, . . . , 07] = (0). In analogy to II we define 
x(e, &, . . . , Pq):=lin{(xl,. . . , x7)E K7: V CM%+~Yipi~~d 
YI, . . . . yqEK i i 
and recall that products PI,. . . . , Pa E 92, generate an algorithm for 8 iff 
XW, PJI l l * 9 P4) = K’, Moreover we may look at products P as elements of the 
double projective space p xF, i.e. we wizl scale the factors of P independently 
without mentioning this explicitly. 
The following three lemmas play a twofold role: they are of techni&l importance 
for our further discus&n, and they show that nine is a lower bound rfor the rank of 
@. Similar to the treatment of 2 x 2-matrix multiplication the types of products are 
the detisive invariants we will wosk with. 
w Let Pbe a product of type (1, I). 7%en dim X(0, P) 6 3 and all product3 
fc’E Iin{&, . . . , t97, P} &ZiW Oftjp (1, 1). 
Ii P can be transformed by means of the isotropy group r of 1Q) into 
it if; easily s<en that S1 nlin{&, . . . , e7, P) = [P]. Otherwise P 
into 
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Then the basic matrix looks Eke (cf. (1)): 
x1+xs+vy x2 
0 
x4+x5 
x6 
We immediately see x2 = x3 = x6 = 0. If x1 f0, then [2,3; 4,43:=9x4 =: 0, 
[2,2; 3, 31+x4 +-KS= 0 (hence x5 = 0), and [2,3; 3, 41+x7 = 0. Thus x1 - -vy by 
[l, 1; 2,3] and we obtain the solution (p rojectively written as usual) 
(py)=(-v:0:0:0:0:0:0:1). (2) 
If x1=0 and x&O, then x4=-x5 ([3,2;4,4]), x5= -vy (Cl, 1;4,4]), and x7= 
-WY ([1,3;4,4]) hence 
(&:y)=(O:O:O:v:-v:o:-w:l) (3) 
is a solution. 
Xf x1=xJ=0andx5#0, then x5= -vy ([l, 1;3,2]) and x7= -tt’y ([1,2;3,3]), 
hence 
(~:p)=(o:o:o:o: -v:o: -w: 1). id) 
Finally, if xl = X~ = x5 = 0 and x7 f 0, then again (4), where necessarily v = 0 
([I, 1; 3,4]). Therefore all possible non-trivial solutions of C E 92:) determine pro- 
ducts of type (1, I). Moreover, dim X(6, P) = 3 (= I) iff v # 0 (v = 0). 
Lemma 1.2. Let P be a product of type (2,1). Then dim X(0, P) = 1 and every 
product 9 E (Iin{&, . . . , &, PH\Pl is of type (1; 2). 
Proof. ?Ve n;ay assume that P =(:, 
basic matrix: 
Then we obtain the following 
I Xl +x5 x2 x,+y v ‘\ 
G= :; I 0 x1 x2 0 I . x4+x5 x7 
I 
\ 
0 x6 X.?fY x4+-q/ 
It is inmediate that x2= x6= 0. [l, 3; 2,4] and [2,3; 4,4] gri& x1x4 = 0, theal 
xlxs = 0 by [2,2; 3,3], and x1 = 0 by [I, aa XJ =- 0 As d’ f K v+‘C 
et x5 = 0 ([l, 1; 4,3]), x4 = and x7 = 0 (53, 3; 4, q, Le. Yvtz rib 
trivial !ioluti,ofi. r-3 = x7 = - y (13, 1; 4,3J-? [ 8, 1; 3, SJ,, 
hence the first and the fourth column of 6 are equal, which yields xs = vy ;m 
transfmned intb e= ’ : Otheiwrse P cdn be transformed into P = 
where 21~ # 0. This yields the basic matrix 
i 
I 
x+x~+~ly x2+212y x7+y 
G= x6 
0 x1 
.\ 
x3 x4+x5 8 
VlY &j+v2y x3+y 
Suppose x1 f 0. Then x2 = - v2y ([I, 2; 2,3]), x6 = - v2y ([2,2; 4,3]), and x4+x5 = 
0 ([2,2; 3,3D. Since v2 # 0, this implies that the first and the fourth column of G 
are equal, hence x4= vly and O=xl$.xs+vly = xl, a contradiction. Therefore 
x1 = 0. If x2 = 0, then a short calcuIat+n shows that there is only the trivial solution. 
Now x2 # 0 gives x3 = - y ([2,3; 4,4]), x7 = - y ([ 1,3; 2,4]), hence the first and the 
fourth column of G are equal. Thus x4 = zjly’ and .x5 = - vIy. Moreover, x2 = x6 = 
- v2y by [I, 2; 2,4] and [2,2; 4,4]. Therefore we obtain the projectively unique 
SOiUfiCX3 
(g :y):=(o:-v$--¶:v~:-v~:-v&-l:l) 
which determines a product of type (2,2). 
1A. Tke rank of e is at least nine. 
distributions of optimil algorithms for the mmputathm of 
Let “%r be an optimal aigorithm for the computation of Q?. According to Corollary 
1.4, % contains at ieast nine @oducts PE Wy(K4, K4). If % contains more than four 
pr~~duc% of type (I, I), then by Lemma 1. I at least two of them are independent 
o?J%:r @. thc~isc % contsins at least five products that are of type (2,2), (2, I) QF 
(2,2). If % con&ins more than two products of type (2,2), then by Lemma 1.3 at 
feast two of them are independent over 0. l[rf this is not true, then by Lemma 1.2 % 
l-x1:.. 1)“.... . r.r 
LIbilrlcu# rrrupplrl#.r, 1 I1 24.3 
(or 2x1 algorithm equivalent to ‘8) contains two products of type (I, 2) that are 
independent over 8. Natice that this analysis has reduced the number of possible 
case!; from ten to three. 
In the fokwing, we will investigate X(0, PI, P2) for {P, P2} independent over 8 
oni!, in two cases in full generality, namely in the cases where both PI and P2 are OF 
typz (1,l) or OF type (I, 2). 
Let us begin with the case that PI, P2 are of type (I, 1). After a suitable 
application of the isotropy group of @, PI takes the form 
Now, if PI, Pz generate an algorithm for (0 and if ( ‘* ‘* ‘I is fhe first factor of PT. 
then necessarily u4 # 0, for otherwise always 
can transform without 
x3 = 0 or always x6 = 0. Therefore we 
changing the first factix- of PI. i.e. NC 
may assume that 
A first inspection of the corresponding basic matrix 
xl+x5+~lyl -x2 + U2Yl x7+v3y1 I!‘$ Jr’ 1 
G=’ 
\ 
x4 0 Xl x7 
X3 x4 + x5 0 x7 
WY2 &, + 1v2y2 x3 + w3y2 x4 -I- WY2 I 
shows thet v2 and vn must be different from zero (for otherwise always x2 = 0, x7 = 3 
respectively’. As V = 211 u2 . 
( ) 
IS of rank 1, this implies that none of the O’S can Ix 
213 v4 
zem. A ci InSar argument show; that all K’S are different from zertr. TW , ZKT cm 
scale u1 -= 1 and by a suitable applicatim. of the isotropy group it call ix ac%~iwed 
that 
Then tl .e above basic matrix becomes 
$64 ” Hx de mwte 
Fi+consider the case y1 := 0. Then, with y2 = 1 p G cakes the form 
x7 0 
Xl x2 
0 -x7 
x4+w2 x3+w3 x*+w4 
and an easy catcuiation shows that this basic matrix delivers three non-trivial 
solutions (cf. Lemma 1. I), name!y 
L1=(-u;h :o:o: -w4:w4: -w2:0:0: l), 
L3=(0:0: -w3: -wq:O:O:O:Q:1). 
Similarly, we obtain for y2 = 0: 
L4=(-1: --1:@:0:0:0:0: l:O), 
L~=(0:-1:0:1:-1:0:-~A:0), 
Lg=(O:O:O:O: -l:o: -1: 13). 
Note that all the solutions L1, . . . , L6 determine products of type (1,l). 
Now !et yl, y2 # 0. Scaling yl = 1 we will write y instead of y2. Then our basic 
matrix becomes 
G= x6 
i 
x1+x5+1 x2+i x7+1 1 
0 Xl x2 
0 
1 
. 
x3 x4+x5 17 
WY xg+w2y x3+w3y x4+w4y 
This basic matrix generates (projectively) 
relations between the w’s are satisfied: 
We obtain solutions 
L,=(-1: -l:0:-W2w;1:W2W,1 
four solutions, provided that certain 
l -w2w;1:Q:1:wq*), . 
z), provided that w2 = w3, w2 + w4. 
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linearly dependent. Hence, in order to generate an algorithm for @, both of tkw 
conditions 
an41 
must be satisfied. Scaling w1 = 1 we thus get 
w2- -2, wg=2 
a.ld consequently w4 = 4. Hence our generating products take the form 
Since the entries of the right-hand 
immediately obtain: 
Remark 2.3~ If char(K) = 2, there is 
satisfies r”t; 1,t -2 5. 
Let char$)# 2. At this point it 
determk products of type (2,2). 
instance 
and 
factor of P2 have to be different from zero, WC 
no algorithm for CD which has length nin; ,wtl 
is easy to see that the so utions I,,, . . . , 6, If, 
Now some easy calculations skew that for 
are line:drly kkpendent. This shows first that the rank of 0 is exactly nine 
Moreover, skce the algorithms determined by (ii, (Z), and (3) respcctiveiy cmt;tin 
exactly .SWC+ three, and four products of type (2,2), and since the type distri 
corresporcling to (l)-(3) are invariant under the action of r:he isot 
is prove{1 that there are s ivalence clai; ses of 
for the computation of @. 
ore than two prod~~t!~ of ty 
2jf#6_ ~I_:. - . H.R de &wle 
We &&l- IIOW specify an-optima1 aPgorithm for the computation of @: Using the 
1 solutiohs El, Lz, L4; Ls, Lb, Las Llo, we obtain 
&= -Q,+Qz+Q3+Q4-Q~+Ql~+G'12, 
whtere 
Q3=(; _;)x(t ;), Q4=(_; -;)‘(; x)3. 
Qtj=(-; ;)x(‘: ;), Q,=(-: _;jx(; ;), 
If the products PI, P2 are of type (I, 2), we can show: 
n l%A producti PI, P2 of type (I, 2) cannet generate any algorithm for Cp. 
Assume that PI, P2 generate an algorithm for 4X Then, by means of the 
isotropy oup of a9 PI, Pa can be transformed into 
2z-d the cosires nding matrix looks like 
Bilinear muppings, Ill 
Hence 212, v3, w2, w3 must be different from zero and we shall scak v1 = M’? = I. 
Moreover, we can achieve v3 = 1 by suitable sandwiching with diagxal matrices. 
For y1 = 0 we obtain the solution 
2nd for y2 = 3 
Row let yl, y2 # 0, scale yl = 1 and write y k.kad of y2. Then we obtain 
i 
q+xg+v1 x2+1 x7+1 214 
G= 
.x6 0 Xl x2 
. 
x3 x4+x5 0 x7 
WIY x’6+y x3 + W3Y x4+w4y I 
IL1 and L2 show that we need a solution with x1 f 0. ff x1 # 0, then we get the 
projectively unique solution 
L3=(-vp: -1:o:w~-w4y:-w,+w4y:-y:o:1:y), 
where y = w: $,,w~)-~, iff 
A- v;‘+tl-W1+W4Y= W,W:g’. (4) 
“Iis shovis that we still need a solution with x4 +x5 # 0. There is such a solution, 
namely 
L4=(O:O:-WiDq* :(V4-W4)Y:W*-t?~:O:-l:l I?), 
provided that (4) holds, and there is only one solution of this kind. Up to this pck!, 
we have obtained four solutions and we need seven (!inearly indepcndcnt) :iiiCs. 
Hence there must be solutions with y,, y2 $0 and xl = x1 +x5 = 0. But thtxe are 
(projectively) only t*A L‘7 solutions of this kind, namely 
I-5 =(0:-1:-s:v~-U48:-v*+2)4~:-~:--1:1:cj) 
and 
L~,=(o:O:o:v*-w]:-vl+W,:o:o:I:~j, 
where S = (v, - w,)(v4 - w&’ 
into(i ‘:)X(zi en, if t cft- 
his fact43r can be transfarme 
we may assume that 
by means of a simiiarity transformation. 
Consequently, our basic ntatrix looks like 
Xf we add the fourth row to the first row and the fourth column to tlhe Grst calxmn, 
we immediately see that x2 = x7. Hence Pi ,, Pz cannet *a- - 5Glle~ate any algorithm for @ 
TO prove rk(O)s 10, it is enm~h to write down an algorithm for @ of length 10: 
LC. 
then 
Bilirrear mappings, III ’ 11) L-7 
Of course, this algorithm was found by the same ethod wh1Ch W~I> i;:yiJd ‘::I 
detecting algorithms of length nine in the case char(Kj 75 2. Cl 
2.5. More generally it can be shown that rk(8) = 10 iff ch;sr(K) = 2. 
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